Celebration Events reflect on what the new hospital will bring to the community.

Rehearsal ready: Trying out the new Stanford Hospital

850 doctors, nurses, ancillary staff, planning staff, and affiliated personnel were rehearsing ready-to-open scenarios. From the first patients to be admitted, family members and staff in the atrium of the new hospital, volunteers tasked with selecting art, and Santa Clara County residents who will make up more than two-thirds of the hospital’s patients.

After more than a decade in the making, Stanford’s state-of-the-art new hospital just days away from welcoming first patients.

Visit the new Stanford Hospital website for more recent news stories. Learn more >

VOICES of the Community mosaic outreach project unveiled at opening events

Thousands of our neighbors and staff contributed their creative voices in drawings and personal messages to celebrate the new Stanford Hospital and create a digital mosaic piece as vibrant and unique as our diverse local community. Hear from AAC220110826511, David, who shared with us his past experiences with Stanford Health Care.

Three gifts, three families, countless lives changed

With weeklong celebration of the biomedical innovations to be offered within.

Rehearsal ready: Trying out the new Stanford Hospital

Leaving the burden of the new Stanford Hospital to the new hospital’s patients. Learn more >

Why Giving Matters
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